
FRAMEWORK FOR 
EVALUATING:
Managed Detection & Response(MDR)
Extended Detection & Response (XDR)
SOC-as-a-Service and Managed Security Services

LMNTRIX  - ACTIVE THREAT DEFENSE 
24x7x365 - Managed Detection & Response
ZERO HYPE | ZERO FALSE POSITIVES | ZERO EXCUSES



LMNTRIX platform is an industry leading 24x7x365 SaaS delivered advanced threat response platform that 
offers network monitoring and response, endpoint monitoring and response, with automated network and 
endpoint threat-hunting with full packet forensics, deception-based detection, dark web intelligence and 
full detailed incident response actions that scales for small, medium, enterprise, cloud or 
SCADA/OT/ICS/Industrial environments.

FEATURES

24x7x365 Monitoring ü

End-to-End Management ü

Endpoint Visibility ü

Network Visibility (PCAP) ü

Log Visibility (on-premises & cloud) ü

Additional Cloud Visibility (beyond log, endpoint 
& vulnerability)

ü

Deceptions Everywhere ü

Automated Known Threat Response ü

Proactive Threat Hunting ü

Fully Validated Alerts with Context ü

FEATURES

Active Threat Hunting (Custom Hunts Inclusive) ü

Forensic Investigations ü

False Positive Reduction ü

Managed Remote Host Tactical Threat Containment ü

Managed Remote Network Tactical Threat Containment ü

Managed Remote Cloud-Based Threat Containment ü

Unlimited Incident Response & Remediation Support ü

Deep & Dark Web Intelligence ü

Powerful Visualizations ü

Assigned Investigations Manager ü



FRAMEWORK FOR EVALUATING MDR’s / XDR’s / Managed Security Services
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LMNTRIX RESPOND ENDPOINT is a full stack endpoint agent which provides prevention, detection & response. LMNTRIX RESPOND ENDPOINT is an AV/NGAV/EDR/EPP with automated threat hunting, intelligence, virtual 
patching and forensics look-back capabilities. RESPOND protects against ransomware, malware, credential dumping, lateral movement and a host of other suspicious activities and allows the team to host isolate endpoints 
immediately and to remotely respond, contain, and remediate incidents on-network or off-network. RESPOND also contains virtual patching at the endpoints through our continuously updated threat intelligence, allowing 
internal teams more time to perform patch management. RESPOND address the following NIST Framework areas: DE.CM-4, DE.DP1, DE.AE-2, DE.AE-4, DE.DP-3, DE.DP-4, DE.DP-5, ID.RA-3, ID.RA-4, ID.RA-5, ID.RA-6, PR.AT-3, 
PR.IP-8, RS.AN-1, RS.AN-2, RS.MI-2, RS.MI-3, RS.RP-1, PR.DS-5, RS.MI-1, RS.MI-2.

LMNTRIX DETECT NETWORK SENSOR is the first network sensor we deploy. Deployed at all network ingress/egress (Internet – North/South) points using a SPAN/TAP port to inspect all incoming and outgoing Internet 
traffic. Detect monitors your internal network, critical assets, and other DMZs/segments. This network sensor has 10 Engines doing Deep Packet Inspection (DPI). All of the following engines are a part of DETECT: data leakage 
detection, web security, IPS, anti-malware, anti-spam, bot-detection, additional email spam detection security, threat intelligence, sandbox analysis, and web application security. DETECT addresses the following NIST 
Framework areas: DE.CM-1, DE.CM-4, DE.DP1, DE.AE-2, DE.AE-4, DE.DP-3, DE.DP-4, DE.DP-5, ID.RA-3, ID.RA-4, ID.RA-5, ID.RA-6, PR.AT-3, PR.IP-8, RS.AN-1, RS.AN-2, RS.MI-2, RS.MI-3, RS.RP-1.

LMNTRIX HUNT NETWORK SENSOR is the second network sensor we deploy focused on both north/south and east/west traffic. HUNT is a Network Forensics Sensor deployed using a tap or span session across the environment, 
providing network packet capture for forensics. HUNT detects threats in real time and automatically replays stored packets to discover previously unknown threats through the correlation of proprietary research intelligence, 
machine learning, flow-based traffic algorithms, and multiple third-party threat intelligence feeds. HUNT allows for daily forensics, automated retrospection (looking backwards in time), and automated network 
hunting. Threat hunting service involves the proactive, stealthy, and methodical pursuit and eviction of adversaries inside your network – all without relying on IOCs. The team of intrusion analysts and threat hunters monitor 
your networks and endpoints around the clock, applying the latest intelligence and proprietary methodologies to look for signs of compromise. HUNT addresses the following NIST Framework areas: DE.CM-4, DE.DP1, DE.AE-2, 
DE.AE-4, DE.DP-3, DE.DP-4, DE.DP-5, ID.RA-3, ID.RA-4, ID.RA-5, ID.RA-6, PR.AT-3, PR.IP-8, RS.AN-1, RS.AN-2, RS.MI-2, RS.MI-3, RS.RP-1, RS.AN-3

LMNTRIX DECEIVE is our deception capabilities. LMNTRIX DECEIVE is a dynamic, distributed deception architecture which leverages a combination of 4 elements (decoys; breadcrumbs; tags and personas) to weave a deceptive 
layer over your entire network – every endpoint is coated with deceptions. It’s agentless and takes seconds to deploy and remove. We shift the cost of cyberattacks back onto the attacker and allow you to take back control of 
your network. It allows for the consistent detection of that human adversary (rogue employee, criminal organization or nation-state actor) on your network with very low (to almost no) false positives. DECEIVE addresses the 
following NIST Framework areas: DE.DP1, DE.AE-2, DE.AE-4, DE.DP-3, DE.DP-4, DE.DP-5, ID.RA-3, ID.RA-4, ID.RA-5, ID.RA-6, PR.AT-3, PR.IP-8, RS.AN-1, RS.AN-2, RS.MI-2, RS.MI-3, RS.RP-1

LMNTRIX INTELLIGENCE is our threat intelligence platform which is fully integrated into our DETECT, HUNT and RESPOND components (over 650 million IOC’s which are curated and operationalized into our detect sensor, 
endpoint sensor and hunting network sensor components). Intelligence is also integrated with existing customer perimeter firewalls or Cisco Umbrella providing network level and perimeter level containment. It includes feeds 
from Shadow Server and commercial feeds such as those from Palo Alto, RSA, Check Point, Department of Homeland Security (DHS), and from our honeynets deployed across the world. Our intelligence feed is many orders of 
magnitude larger (7x-10x) than any commercial feed and allows us to detect more malicious behavior at endpoints or network levels and to also operationalize daily detected activities. INTELLIGENCE address the following NIST 
Framework areas: DE.DP1, DE.AE-2, DE.AE-4, DE.DP-3, DE.DP-4, DE.DP-5, ID.RA-3, ID.RA-4, ID.RA-5, ID.RA-6, PR.AT-3, PR.IP-8, RS.AN-1, RS.AN-2, RS.MI-2, RS.MI-3, RS.RP-1, ID.RA-2.

LMNTRIX Dark/Deep RECONAISSANCE is our reconnaissance service which provides early warnings of hacking where we are looking for attack indicators, data leakage, targeting phishing, specific to your company and employees 
in the deep/dark web. We monitor hidden criminal chatrooms, private websites, P2P networks, IRC Channels, Social Media Platforms, Look-alike domains, Black Market Sites, 640,000+ botnets, and we also maintain trusted 
profiles in the deep/dark web.

THINKGRID SIEM is a replacement for your logging/SIEM needs as it uses a big data search and analytics engine enabling scalability, reliance, and extremely simple management. By allowing unlimited log collection without any 
additional SIEM vendor licensing fees, THINKGRID is ideal for large log management and compliance use cases. It can be deployed on AWS, Azure, or Google Cloud as well as in-house on your network. Our use of machine 
learning algorithms means our platform gets smarter every minute while also eliminating the need for clients to write rules or create thresholds. By analyzing your data in order to find discrepancies and unorthodox behavior, 
our platform is able to link these anomalies together, joining the dots and uncovering the truth behind advanced threat activity. Critically, in order to ensure accuracy, our algorithms are based on your data because the only 
way we can know what is “abnormal”, is to know what’s “normal” for your organization. THINKGRID uses machine learning algorithms, threat intelligence\reputational feeds, graph analysis to identify abstract relationships, 
anomalies, and trends. Primary use cases are: excessive log management, log retention, search, analytics, and compliance. THINKGRID addresses the following NIST Framework areas: DE.DP1, DE.AE-2, DE.AE-3, DE.AE-4, DE.DP-
3, DE.DP-4, DE.DP-5, ID.RA-3, ID.RA-4, ID.RA-5, ID.RA-6, PR.AT-3, PR.IP-8, RS.AN-1, RS.AN-2, RS.MI-2, RS.MI-3, RS.RP-1.

LMNTRIX FULLY MANAGED INTEGRATED AND MODULAR PLATFORM  
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LMNTRIX Fully Maps to MITRE ATT&CK FRAMEWORK
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LMNTRIX Platform maps to NIST CSF, CIS 20 Controls and MITRE ATT&CK Framework 



LMNTRIX PROCESS

LMNTRIX uses a combination of advanced network wire level monitoring (LMNTRIX Detect Network Sensor & LMNTRIX Hunt Network 
Sensor) and endpoint threat detection (LMNTRIX Respond Endpoint) capability, combined with deceptions everywhere (LMNTRIX Deceive) 
and continuous forensics recording of network level data, monitoring and hunting (LMNTRIX Hunt) to detect incidents that bypass perimeter 
controls. We do this without any reliance on clients’ existing perimeter controls and without any log collection. By combining a thorough 
view of behavior on the endpoint (LMNTRIX Respond) with the rich set of data from network packets (LMNTRIX Detect and Hunt), our
intrusion analysts can see and understand everything happening in the client environment and – within seconds – can investigate incidents 
down to the most granular detail in order to take the most appropriate action. The first step after detecting a potential incident is to use 
correlating indicators of compromise to confirm its veracity. By drawing on all the intelligence at hand from across the client’s architecture —
comparing feeds from a network-based threat detection system’s view of a sandboxed environment to what processes, behaviors and 
registry entries are being observed on actual endpoints – a potential incident can be confirmed swiftly and accurately.

The LMNTRIX platform generates alerts from our layered holistic approach which is sent to the SOC. Each alert is reviewed by the SOC team 
for full validation and filtering out any false positives or false negatives. LMNTRIX analysts will perform an initial analysis of the Client's 
Covered Systems to determine if the Alert is a true or false positive, benign, or suspicious activity. If LMNTRIX's investigation determines that 
the Alert indicates a true incident, LMNTRIX will create an Incident Ticket to the with actions taken by the SOC team. Actions will include 
immediate containment (network or endpoint), quarantining, host isolation, and remote remediation. Many types of incidents are fully 
automated and include automatic exploit prevention to cover (ransomware, malware, credential dumping, credential theft, privilege 
escalation, memory bypass, lateral movement prevention, etc.) When incidents are automatically detected and prevented, analysts will still 
review each incident for further analysis. The technology detects threats in real time and automatically replays stored packets to discover 
previously unknown threats, correlates intelligence from proprietary research, machine learning and flow-based traffic algorithms as well as 
multiple threat intelligence feeds. The LMNTRIX SOC team is ultimately responsible for coordinating the management of the Incident, which 
includes communicating with the Client throughout the Incident management process. This communication also includes notification to the 
Client that the Incident has been resolved or remediated by LMNTRIX staff since incident response is a core built-in feature of our service.




